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Silver Lane Celebrates One Hot Summer!
New York, NY, September 13, 2016 — No, it wasn’t your imagination… July actually was the
hottest month for global temperatures since scientists began keeping tabs in the 1880s. Blistering
heat scorched every corner of the globe, with one report out of Kuwait of a simmering 129.2
degrees — a record for the Eastern hemisphere.
Here at Silver Lane Advisors, we’re pleased to say that it wasn’t just the thermometer that was on a
hot streak this summer. Our firm has announced seven deals in the Investment Management &
Securities Industry since June 1 — more than twice as many as the #2 industry player during this
period. (Source: SNL Financial) (Click on each tombstone below for additional information.)

Advised Buyer

has combined to form a
$13 billion national wealth
platform with the Wealth
Advisory division of

a $1.6 billion quantitative
asset manager, has sold a
majority stake to

has sold its RIA to

a $610 million boutique multifamily office, has been sold to

has sold a majority stake to

Advised Seller

a $3 billion quantitative
investment management firm,
has been sold to

has acquired a
wealth manager in St. Louis

“We are incredibly grateful for the opportunity to work with such high-quality clients,” said Elizabeth
Nesvold, Managing Partner of Silver Lane. “Putting together a great deal is the ultimate satisfaction
for an investment banker. That we executed seven in such a short period of time is a testament to
the strength and talent of the Silver Lane team.”
Erika Cramer, Partner, added: “We’re also thrilled that one of this summer’s success stories — the
sale of Gerstein Fisher to People’s United Bank — was named a finalist for ‘Financials Deal of
the Year’ at the 15th Annual M&A Advisor Awards. We are always pleased when our hard work on
behalf of our clients is recognized by our industry peers.”
One hot summer indeed!
About Silver Lane Advisors
Silver Lane is a premier investment bank that specializes in the financial services industry. From
offices in New York, Chicago and San Francisco, the firm advises financial institutions undergoing
transformational events, including M&A, capital raises, recapitalizations, re-equitizations and joint
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ventures. Clients include investment and wealth management firms, insurance companies,
commercial and private banks, fintech platforms and securities firms, among others.
Silver Lane offers the sophistication of a bulge-bracket bank with the specialization of a boutique.
The firm’s senior bankers average more than 20 years of experience and collectively have
completed over 450 investment banking engagements over the course of their careers. Please visit
us at www.silverlane.com.
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